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Abstract

This paper contributes both to research and practice on process mining. Previous research on process mining has focused on mining patterns from event log files to generate process models. The process mining approach adopted in this paper is focused on producing patterns about process models, not the models themselves. The approach is demonstrated by ProcMiner – an explorative research prototype for management, consolidating, publishing, retrieving, and analyzing process models. Content-based document clustering is applied to process models represented as XML database in order to find topical groups from models. In practice, organizations face numerous challenges in managing their process models. The models may be heterogeneous or ambiguous. The modeling software may change over time or due to differences in departmental purchases. ProcMiner was used in quality system development initiative at the University of Jyväskylä. The findings support previous model engineering research, showing that multiple actions are needed to ensure consistency of process models, and to make them efficiently manageable.

1. Introduction

This paper proposes a new approach on process mining. Previous research on process mining [2] has concentrated on mining patterns from event log files to generate a process model. According to Madria et al. [21], web mining considers content, structure, and usage mining. By this categorization the area of traditional process mining may be classified as process usage mining, by which process models are produced from event log files.

The approach presented in this paper aims at process content mining, in which patterns about existing process models are produced. ProcMiner – an explorative research prototype for managing and analyzing process model information, realizes this approach. ProcMiner introduces a novel integration of existing techniques from multiple disciplines including business process management, text mining, structured document clustering, multichannel publishing, and database management. ProcMiner facilitates gathering process model information and producing novel combinations of information residing in the contents of the process models. Main features of the platform are the following:

1. A unique XML-based process markup language based on an intermediate object model that is convertible to many process representations.
2. Versatile process retrieval and publishing functionality.
3. Support to process mining by content-based document clustering by using ExtMiner [24], a platform for structured document retrieval and text mining.

Organizations utilize process models for various purposes, such as for process re-engineering to realize the benefits of enterprise systems [9], for re-organizing work, or for establishing a quality system. ProcMiner, for instance, has been used in quality system development at the University of Jyväskylä.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous research related to process mining. Section 3 introduces the ProcMiner application. Section 4 describes how ProcMiner was used in the process mining, modeling and development initiative in the Faculty of Information Technology, University of Jyväskylä. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses the results.

2. Related Research

This section describes previous research on process management, process mining, and document retrieval.

2.1. Business Process Management

Business process is a specific ordering of work activities across time and place with a beginning and an end containing inputs and outputs [10]. Business processes typically
span multiple organizations both within and between enterprises [28].

Business process management (BPM) includes methods, techniques, and tools for the design, enactment, management, and analysis of operational business processes. It can be considered as an extension of workflow management (WFM) systems and approaches [1]. BPM is evolved from synthesis of business process re-engineering (BPR) and total quality management (TQM) [28]. BPR emphasizes radical (often one-time) process change, whereas TQM is focused on continuous, incremental improvement [10].

Business processes can be modeled as visual graphs (such as "swimlane diagrams" [28], BPMN [32] or UML activity diagrams [25]), using informal textual representations, or by using a modeling language (such as XPDL [31] or BPEL [3]). Also the Petri nets [1] or pi-calculus [29] have been proposed as formal basis for process modeling languages. MIT Process Handbook [22] is an example of a less formal, yet structured approach for process modeling.

Process model content may vary: commonly it contains information of activities that form a chain of actions taken (usually depicted as circle or rectangle), information about ordering of the activities in the form of control flow (usually depicted as an arrow) and information about user roles, organizational actors, web services or other applications performing a task. The process model may also contain information flows, information repositories, information units (e.g. documents), and references to subprocesses. Both process content and "superstructure" (i.e. links between different processes) can be interpreted as a graph.

Given that the information contained in process models can be processed by utilizing software for data collection, grouping, and analysis, a great deal of information can be discovered for organizational development work. For example, the activities where certain actor is involved can be listed to see the range or work tasks with regard to the actor and to detect "hot spot" actors involved in many processes. One may also gather information about documents or other resources produced and consumed by certain activities. Process models may be analyzed manually or automatically by suitable software.

Automatic information gathering from process models is not easy in practice. There may be variations among models [30] which hinder the model information analysis, model reuse, and process similarity analysis. The processes may also be defined by using a modeling tool that does not allow model-level integration to other systems. The expressive power and formal basis of different modeling languages varies [1]. On one hand, the popular formal process modeling languages BPEL and XPDIL support information interchange between systems in a detailed level. Yet they may be too complex for end-user driven business process modeling. On the other hand, some tools advertised as "process modeling" software may turn out to be essentially drawing programs. They do not provide enough information for formal analysis and composition of the models, preventing automated process improvement or execution in a workflow engine.

2.2. Workflow and Process Mining

The goal of workflow (or process) mining is to reverse the process of constructing the workflow model on design phase and then configuring it to some process-aware system [2]. Workflow mining assumes that there is some process data available, such as event log files. These workflow logs are used to construct a process specification which adequately models the behavior registered. Business process intelligence (BPI) [15] is related to workflow mining, but aims at supporting business-level execution analysis, predictions, and process re-design by analyzing process logs based on existing process specifications.

Previous research on applying clustering to readily available process models is scarce. An early application by Ellmer & Merkl [12] focused on clustering plain text descriptions about software processes, in order to facilitate software model reuse. Osterweil [26] suggested that process comparison could produce classification models. This idea has been applied to produce generic processes and reusable software components that implement these models using classification [23]. Huang et al. [17] have developed a similarity measure suitable for process graphs. Furthermore, Klein & Bernstein [19] have suggested that semantic process descriptions could be applied to compute similarity of natural language elements, combined with taxonomic reasoning and graph-theoretic similarity.

Adopting the categorization scheme for web mining suggested by Madria et al. [21], workflow mining or BPI can be classified as process usage mining and structural similarity measures as process structure mining, whereas the approach presented in Sect. 4.1 is an application of process content mining. The concept of process mining is adopted for the approach on discovering knowledge from the process model data. Contrary to process usage mining, the mining results are patterns about process models, not the models themselves.

2.3. Structured Document Retrieval and Clustering

Structured documents provide more information and possibilities for process analysis and fine-tuning the clustering than just plain-text descriptions. Interpreted as a directed graph, it is possible to represent the process models as structured documents, e.g. by using XML [6]. ProcMiner uses the unique XML-based process modeling language designed for semiformal, operational process models, whose
Legal discourse is understandable by domain specialists. ProcML is described in Sect. 3.3.

Traditional document representation models, such as the classical vector model [27] take into account only document content, ignoring document structures, linkage information or other metadata present in structured documents. Numerous structured document representation schemes have been proposed [20]. For indexing process models, the extended vector model [14] is adopted, allowing field-based structural searches.

Data mining techniques [16] provide a relatively well-established framework for automated process analysis. Text mining applies data mining techniques, such as clustering, classification or association rule search to textual information [11]. Data mining can be interpreted as a phase of a more comprehensive process of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). The process of KDD consists of 1) selection, 2) preprocessing, 3) transformation, 4) data mining and 5) evaluation phases. The process is interactive and iterative. The purpose of KDD is to discover valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data [13].

ProcMiner uses metric clustering algorithms, such as hierarchical clustering [33]. Process clustering within process mining produces a generalization hierarchy -like process structure that is separate from manually modeled super- and subprocesses and may provide novel insights about the processes supporting model reuse, maintainability, and information architecture design.

3. ProcMiner

ProcMiner is an explorative research prototype for managing, consolidating, publishing, retrieving, and analyzing process model information based on text mining techniques. Process models can be grouped based on content similarity using ExtMiner [24], a platform for structured document retrieval and text mining.

ProcMiner has similarities with MIT Process Handbook [22]. Like Process Handbook, ProcMiner is designed for descriptive process modeling that can be easily communicated and explicated. Also, both systems support process hierarchies in both decomposition and generalization dimensions. However, there are some differences in the expressivity of the data models (see Sect. 3.3). A more fundamental difference is that Process Handbook requires all processes and activities to be classified to a predefined process ontology, also embedded in the handbook.

The concept of process ontology [5] is essential for process discovery and service interoperability, yet tight coupling of ontology and organization-specific process models might unnecessarily complicate the modeling. Process ontology should be independent of the process modeling language used, and replaceable with alternative ontologies, depending on the application domain. For example, designers of process handbook claim that every activity that occurs in an organization should fit somewhere in their “top-level” process categories (design, purchasing and inbound logistics, production, sales and outbound logistics, and general management and administrative functions) [22]. This categorization is well-suited for commercial manufacturing organizations, but not necessarily for public institutions like universities, whose main focus is in research and teaching, not selling products. This might require a new domain-specific ontology.

3.1. Background

University of Jyväskylä started the implementation of the European quality management initiative in 2005. The Faculty of Information Technology had started modeling their processes in 2001 for developing document management and organizational work.

The first process modeling project, PROMI (project I) was carried out by one modeler using wall-diagrams and Microsoft Excel. The project focused on modeling information flows within the faculty using the genre-based method proposed by Karjalainen et al. [18]. An example of a project I process model is illustrated in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. An example of a process model (master's thesis review) in project I.](image-url)
KAARI (project III) was carried out simultaneously using Microsoft Visio, too. Its goal was to define processes related to student information at the University of Jyväskylä in general. Most of the processes described by the project were also addressed in project I, but from a different perspective and in faculty level. Fig. 2 illustrates the process model notation used in projects II and III.

Figure 2. An example of a process description (master's thesis review) in project III (similar notation was used in project II).

At the time of quality system implementation, the Faculty of Information technology faced the similar challenges on process model management than many other organizations. There were problems on utilizing the process models. Similar to findings by Soffer & Hadar [30], the models were found to be imprecise and ambiguous. The same process, such as production of master’s thesis was modeled in slightly different ways in different projects. The process models were also stored in differing formats, and the models had not been maintained after their creation.

The problematic situation provided an option for developing solutions for process model management, as well as process modeling data for text and process mining research that was carried out on the Faculty as well. ProcMiner is the result of this explorative and constructive research.

3.2. ProcMiner Requirements and Architecture

The general requirements for ProcMiner include the following:

- **Semiformal, understandable process models.** Like MIT Process Handbook, ProcMiner focuses on organizing knowledge, not on simulating performance [22]. Semiformal process modes lack executable logic and precise interpretation, but contain enough information for analysis. Yet they are almost as understandable as informal, textual process descriptions.

- **Portability.** ProcMiner can be extended with import and export filters to other process modeling software. ProcMiner uses natively an XML-based format that allows easy specification of processes without the need to use specialized tools and contains all information related to a process in a single location, including process metadata and workflow specification.

- **Maintainability.** Maintainability was considered to be of key importance because of the experiences in projects I-III. For example, when Visio was used for modeling, the models did not have any centralized document or role list, so the modeler was left with considerable responsibility on maintaining the integrity of models and their attributes.

- **Retrieval and publishing capabilities.** Structured retrieval and publishing functionalities are a basic requirement for any process management system. For example, activities or documents that certain actor is involved can be listed, thus assessing the work load for actors or prospects for simplifying a process.

- **Process mining.** Contrary to traditional notion of process mining, ProcMiner allows extracting knowledge from process models in the early phase of process management efforts.

The architecture of ProcMiner is depicted in Fig. 3. Boxes represent systems and components, solid arrow denote component dependencies, dashed arrows denote data flows.

![ProcMiner architecture](image)

The process management environment consists of tools for importing and transforming the process model data using ProcML format. Facilities for storing, combining, and
analyzing process data are provided. ProcMiner utilizes a three-tier architecture that provides a complete separation of user interface from process model logic (i.e. object model) and data storage (i.e. storage handler). This separation allows updating the process model structure and queries with virtually no need to update the storage code. For intermediate storage, process model can be serialized using standard Java object serialization mechanism, or optionally, to a relational database. ProcMiner can be used with a command-line interface (mainly for filters), Swing-based desktop interface (process mining and model manipulation), or with an applet-enhanced web UI (retrieval and publishing). Publishing system uses Graphviz (http://www.graphviz.org/) for automatic layout of process graphs and LATEX (http://www.latex-project.org/) for typesetting a printable "handbook" of the processes.

ProcMiner utilizes ExtMiner software developed in earlier structured document mining project [24]. The internal representation of documents and queries on ExtMiner is based on a field-based index. Index terms, links, meta-data and other custom elements such as headers are represented as vectors and indexed as fields that can vary based on document characteristics. ExtMiner can be used as an interface for a search engine for both full-text and field-based structural queries and multiple clustering algorithms. It uses Apache Digester (http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/digester/) for XML parsing and Apache Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org/) as the search engine backend. ProcMiner and ExtMiner have been programmed with the Java language, and licensed as open source applications. In addition, the server side of the publishing system is partly implemented with PHP.

3.3. Object Model and ProcML

Object model is the core of ProcMiner. ProcMiner object model works as an intermediate format facilitating conversions between multiple modeling languages. Fig. 4 illustrates the metamodel of the intermediate object model as UML class diagram.

It is well known that process modeling is hard – even at the informal level – and requires communication of tacit knowledge. Semiformal models are easier to understand than formal ones and require less modeling effort. Because the object model contains information about documents and roles in the processes, genre-based communication analysis method [18] could be used for detecting candidates for formalization and automation. Even without explicit formalization, semiformal models can be used for disseminating knowledge about work procedures among staff.

Because of the diversity in earlier process modeling projects, the object model in ProcMiner was designed to be as adaptable to different representations as possible. For example, project I focused on data flows, whereas projects II and III focused on activities. Despite these differences in modeling paradigms, the metamodel must be flexible enough to account both of them. Similar to MIT Process Handbook, ProcMiner allows a wide variety of data from diverse sources. In this respect ProcMiner and Process Handbook have an advantage over more formal approaches because many alternatives can co-exist in the system [22]. However, this flexibility requires that process modeler is supported by explicit conventions on how to use the object model for a specific modeling goal.

There are two key features in ProcMiner object model that presumably have no equivalent concept in other popular process modeling languages. First is the separation of process and process instance. Process is an abstract specification of the general characteristics and metadata related to a certain business process, including its customer, owner, pre- and postconditions and so on. Process instance in an organization-specific model of the process with additional metadata (like implementer) and process specification graph. This way, it is easy to compare departmental process realizations and unify them incrementally, if desired. Another possibility is to model separate process instances for current and objective states of the process. Process instances can be inherited (or included), enabling maximal model reuse but allowing department-specific adaptations. Process instances should not be confused with process and workflow execution, also referred as process instances by some authors (cf. [26]).

Another novel concept in ProcMiner object model is the notion of abstraction levels. Process model can be interpreted as a multilevel graph, where each level adds more elements or overrides elements in the upper level. Top-level should specify only one linear sequence that represents a successful execution of the process. However, real-life processes are rarely straightforward but contain exceptions and branches. Abstraction levels are a way of decomposing the process to its essential components, providing both “executive summary” for management and more details for the actors involved in the process. For example, a level 0-description might involve only “high-level” organizational actors such as faculty and department that are further defined as amanuensis, head of academic affairs, and dean. Abstraction levels are related to use case levels described by Cockburn [8], and detail levels proposed by Sharp & McDermott [28]. However, in ProcMiner object model, all the levels are integrated in a single model. Representations of varying abstraction can be produced automatically.

The ProcMiner system has much in common with MIT Process Handbook with some exceptions. ProcMiner process model allows the use of documents and roles in processes. It also allows the use of branches in process steps. In Process Handbook, any element can be inherited in a non-
monotonic way, in which at each (sub)class in the class hierarchy, or any inherited property value may be overridden with another value, or simply cancelled [5]. ProcMiner allows any process to be inherited by allowing values to be overridden but not cancelled. However, in ProcMiner it is possible to inherit only a subset of the parent process, i.e. elements contained in a specified abstraction level.

ProcMiner uses XML-based process modeling language "ProcML" that works as the native serialization format for ProcMiner object model. Reading and writing ProcML is implemented as filters in ProcMiner. ProcML syntax is defined as XML DTD. The language is designed for ease of expressivity for input of multilevel graph-based data without the need to use specialized graphical tools, as is practically the case with BPEL, for example. Further, organizational role hierarchy cannot be sufficiently expressed with BPEL. XPDL is better suited for descriptive process modeling, because it supports documents and roles. However, because of the complex routing and implementation-specific concepts both BPEL and XPDL were considered to be too complex and low-level for descriptive, end-used driven process modeling. Finally, expressing the novel modeling concepts, like abstraction levels, in BPEL or XPDL would have been laborious for modeler and would have required extensive conversions to work in a natural way with the object model. However, should a process be automated, a one-way conversion and further manual formalization to an executable workflow language might be necessary.

3.4. Retrieval and Publishing

Processes can be retrieved using full-text or metadata field-specific search, as well as browsing by document, role or information system lists that show all the processes where the given modeling entity is located. As special cases for retrieval there was a special interest to retrieve "hot spot" actors that are present in many processes, as well as detecting data flows and incremental changes for certain documents that are present in complex processes.

All process metadata and graphical information is retrievable from the same object model, facilitating process maintenance. This way there is no need to maintain and keep in sync separate model and metadata documents, which is the case when process graph is modeled using a drawing program and process metadata is contained in a separate document (e.g. projects II-III). Updating data allows replacing obsolete modeling elements and combining duplicated elements when necessary. This is often the case with heterogeneous process data.

ProcMiner’s publishing system produces a HTML-based "process portal" that contains a search engine, process descriptions, as well as process-, document-, role-, and information systems trees or lists. Process description documents contain both textual and graphical representation with automatic flowchart-like layout generated by Graphviz. This twofold notation is required, because different users prefer different representations. Process documents are produced semidynamically with PHP scripts and a Java applet. For printing, a PDF-based "handbook" is generated using XSL Transformations [7] and l3pX that includes selected processes augmented with a back-of-book index of documents, roles, and information systems.

3.5. Process Mining Using Clustering

The process mining process supported by ProcMiner encompasses all phases of the KDD process. Selected process data is preprocessed using ProcMiner’s import filters, which
unify representation formats to ProcML format. Textual content on XML document fragments is then transformed to extended vector model, suitable for clustering by ExtMiner [24] application. Finally, the results are evaluated.

1. The selection phase involves selecting and converting input model data to a manageable representation that can be consumed by ProcMiner input filters. The activities of this phase depend on input format and can often be implemented as part of an input filter. However, it is useful to distinguish activities performed by external systems from activities performed by ProcMiner on the conceptual level. Selection phase might involve fetching data from the web using a crawler or a web service, using conversion or data cleaning utilities, or formatting using XSLT.

2. Process model datasets are consolidated to a common representation in the preprocessing phase using import filters. During preprocessing, document and actor classes are added to the data model based on elementary string comparison procedure. If different models feature an actor with same label, it is assumed to be an instance of the same actor class. It is also possible to use an existing process model, where the new processes are merged to.

3. After the process models are imported to ProcMiner, they can be reviewed and, if necessary, modified by the user. For example, synonymous role or document names could be merged and corrections could be made to process superstructure. For further processing, process models are transformed to ProcML using an export filter. Resulting XML files are input data for ExtMiner. During the indexing stage, terms are stemmed, stop-words are eliminated and tf-weighting [4] is applied to the terms. A custom indexformer [24] tailored for ProcML is used in ExtMiner. The field-based index consists of full-text content, external metadata about the original dataset (if data was imported from multiple repositories) and the following fields parsed from predetermined XML structures in each process model file: process title, process actors, and process documents.

4. In the data mining phase, documents representing process models are clustered. The similarity measure used in searching and clustering is by default the cosine similarity, i.e. the “angle” between the document vectors [4]. If multiple fields are used in addition to content-only data, the overall similarity can be calculated with a weighted linear sum, where each component of a sum represents a single field [14]. The similarity measure can be used by any metric clustering algorithm.

5. Clustering results are assessed in the evaluation phase. Process clustering produces a new hierarchy or partitioning in addition to decomposition and (asserted) inheritance dimensions. Automatically generated clustering model can be compared to these asserted models and might reveal new connections previously unknown to the modeler. For example, different processes might have a similar subprocess that might have been modeled twice. If similar terms are used in modeling, the subprocesses should end up to same cluster and be potential candidates for model reuse by inheritance.

Process mining functionality in ProcMiner is currently limited to content-based analysis. However, since processes are modeled as graphs, support for structured data mining is an obvious prospect for additional development. If a structured similarity measure was used, processes could be classified based on the graph structure, or by typical patterns in the process descriptions.

4. Evaluation

This section describes the use of ProcMiner in the constructive research during the process mining, modeling and development initiative at the University of Jyväskylä.

4.1. Clustering Heterogeneous Process Data

Process clustering was tested for comparing the existing process models from the three projects. Microsoft Excel and Visio files were converted from their binary formats to Office 2003 XML. Nonessential data was filtered from XML files using XSLT. In addition to process graphs, all the document and role data was imported and consolidated to ProcMiner. Visio models did not contain any organization- or document data – they had to be fetched implicitly from the modeling elements.

The statistics of the processes, documents and roles modeled in projects I-III separately and after the consolidation are summarized in Table 1. Relatively few common entities were identified using a purely string equality-based comparison. However, the models shared substantially more elements with the same meaning but different labels.

The dataset was clustered using full-text based similarity information using group average hierarchical clustering algorithm. The advantage of the method is that it requires no input parameters and produces clusters of superior quality compared to other hierarchical clustering algorithms, such as the minimum link method [33]. The numerous clusters produced by the hierarchical clustering algorithm were manually combined into larger process clusters. The clustering results are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Table 1. Processes modeled in projects I-III (* After consolidation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Modeling tool</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project I</td>
<td>MS Excel</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project II</td>
<td>MS Visio</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project III</td>
<td>MS Visio</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>ProcMiner</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>167*</td>
<td>178*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The clustering results were somewhat surprising: it was expected that process clustering would reveal some kind of general topic-based structure, shared by processes modeled by different projects. On the contrary, the processes were clustered almost entirely according to the original modeling projects. Naturally, the original project metadata field was not used in clustering.

A possible explanation for this distribution may be the large amount of features vs. samples – a total of 566 index terms were extracted from only 38 process documents and used in the similarity computation. Besides, project I was modeled on department-level and projects II and III on university-level. However, this doesn’t explain that also projects II and III ended up mostly in different clusters.

Figure 5. a view of the clustered process descriptions in ExtMiner.

Because of the simple term-based clustering, the subtle differences in terminology and phrasing conventions used in the projects influenced considerably the clustering results, even if the process topic was the same. There were some exceptions for processes that contained slightly specialized vocabulary, since most of the other processes were concerned about studying, research activities and content production. It should also be noted that hierarchical clustering is affected by the order of documents [33], i.e. by varying the document input order the algorithm might produce slightly different clusters.

The clustering result supports the notion that different people usually present different models given the same domain [30]. Uncontrolled, these variations may be harmful for model information analysis, model reuse, and process similarity analysis. Organizations need to take multiple actions to ensure consistency of terms and the quality of process models to make them efficiently usable. To achieve this, a corporate taxonomy or ontology should be developed, combined with close coordination between modeling teams. After the initial modeling effort is completed, a process “caretaker” should be assigned to keep the models consistent whenever the models need to be updated. In practice, tool support is required for large process structures.

4.2. XML Modeling and Process Portal

Parallel to the unsatisfactory process clustering experiment, new processes were modeled manually, partially accounting existing process models. By Fall 2006, the faculty-specific model database contained 152 process descriptions. Of those, 85 descriptions represent actual processes, the rest being process groups or context-dependent subprocesses. In addition, 46 document types, 86 organizational roles and 13 information systems were listed. During the project, 3 different modelers have been modeling the processes with ProcML using a DTD-aware XML editor and ProcMiner publishing system.

At the moment, ProcMiner has only XML interface for updating process graphs. An alternative, graphical interface using QPR ProcessGuide is under development. When modeling semiformal processes, the actual technique used for data input is not critical from the point of the modeler. More difficult is to understand and communicate the knowledge related to a process. It is not an essential difference if the model is expressed in Visio or ProcML – except that the latter allows efficient analysis and maintenance of the processes. Even if graphical tool may be easier to use for a beginner, user’s attention may be drifted to irrelevant aspects, such as manual layout of the models.

Process portal (see Fig. 6) was used extensively by all project stakeholders including the developer, modeler, steering group, and faculty staff. Public, searchable process repository allows organization-wide transparent reviews and feedback. Process models must be communicated throughout the organization to be effective and to fuel continuous improvement. A formal ”process improvement process” was defined as a part of the other processes, containing guidelines for process modeling, inspection, deviation, and evolution. After the initial modeling, processes were approved in two stages: first, the steering group inspected the processes in a detailed way, then a larger group
Figure 6. An example of a generated process report (publication of master’s thesis).

representing the whole staff inspected and approved the processes in a formal review. Publishing system was used for distributing printed handbooks for stakeholders.

Published process models have proved to be useful as a centralized repository of work instructions, scattered earlier to different unit-level web pages. Using the process portal, everything can be found from the same structure. In addition to being purely a process repository, the portal works as a document reference storage. Documents can be physically located in unit-specific storages, or ideally, content management systems, but the view in document tree allows quick hyperlinks to document templates. Overall, process portal and ProcMiner publishing system work as a solid basis for an organization-wide searchable process handbook that is a central part of an enterprise-wide quality system.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper described the novel content-based process mining approach. The approach was demonstrated by ProcMiner, an explorative research prototype for managing and analyzing process model information based on text mining techniques. ProcMiner utilizes ExtMiner, a platform for clustering and retrieving structured documents, for process data mining. A new XML-based process modeling language was developed to consolidate the process models and to support maintainable process modeling. The complexity of process data management in real-life settings was illustrated by describing process development at the University of Jyväskylä. Development on process model analysis, information gathering, retrieval and publishing was described.

An application of process mining was demonstrated by applying explorative document clustering to the process models with ProcMiner. Based on the key features described in Sect. 1, ProcMiner supports process analysis and management as follows:

1. The unique XML-based process markup language ProcML, based on the intermediate object model, has been successfully applied for modeling new processes and consolidating process data from diverse sources.

2. Process retrieval and multichannel publishing simplifies organization-wide applicability and communication of process descriptions both in modeling and implementation stages.

3. Structured document clustering may facilitate business process development by providing an independent view to the process subject areas. However, in order to achieve useful clustering results, the processes should be modeled using standard, consistent terminology.

ProcMiner provides many interesting aspects for future research, such as process decomposition to multiple levels of abstraction, as well as content-based process mining. For improving process data consistency ProcMiner should be enhanced with additional process consolidation functionality; such as detecting multiple connotations inferring to the same actor. Process data analysis should be appended with the use of structural metrics or similarity measures. The XML-based process modeling language shows potential but needs to be cross-analyzed with other process modeling languages. Process mining approach has potential for facilitating business process management.
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